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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures inched higher after an impressive two-day rally. Faint hopes on a
stimulus deal remain after Democrats unveiled their $2.2 trillion relief package. Unemployment data on
Friday could help push a compromise on fiscal stimulus, but politicians leave DC for pre-election campaigning
later this week. CEO’s of major airlines must be watching these negotiations like it’s the Kentucky Derby. The
long-awaited presidential debate begins at 9pm EST. Topics for discussion include the Supreme Court, Covid19, race, integrity in elections and the economy. For all of the volatility in equities this month, interest rates
have been incredibly stable. Interesting stat from DataTrek: Union Pacific (+76%) and UPS (+76%) are up
more from the March 23rd lows than Amazon (+67%) and Microsoft (+54%). What about that bubble in tech
stocks? S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +3.40, 10-Yr Yield: 0.65%.
CORE Headlines:
 Republican President Donald Trump and Democratic rival Joe Biden will square off for the first time in
a pivotal debate that will provide a stark clash of styles and the prospect of a fiery and brutally
personal grudge match.-Reuters
 A $2.2 trillion draft bill for coronavirus aid unveiled by Democrats in the U.S. House of Representatives
late on Monday gave airlines some hope for a second bailout before tens of thousands of layoffs
occur on Thursday, although tough hurdles remained.-Reuters
 House released another Covid-19 package that would restore $600 weekly jobless benefits as well as
money for restaurants, airlines, childcare centers. The new bill also includes another round of direct
checks of $1200 per taxpayer and $500 per dependent.-TTN
 World Bank raised its China 2020 GDP growth forecast from 1.0% to 2.0% (**Reminder: on Jun 24th
IMF updated its World Economic Forum and cut China GDP growth forecast from 1.2% to 1.0%) -TTN
 Pennsylvania Republicans ask Supreme Court to block voting accommodations including allowing
ballots to arrive three days after Election Day.-WaPo
 29% of voters say the presidential debates (which kick off tonight at 21:00 ET) will be important for
helping them decide who to vote for in November.-WSJ
 Nikola (NKLA) founder Trevor Milton was accused two woman of sexual abuse. Mr. Milton denies the
allegations.-CNBC
 The EPA raised concerns about California governor Gavin Newsom’s plan to ban sales of new gasoline
and diesel-powered passenger cars in the state by 2035, arguing that the mandate is impractical and
possibly illegal.-WSJ (that is the problem with all executive orders)
 Life insurance companies in the US are paying out far fewer Covid-19 death claims than initially
expected, largely because the new coronavirus is disproportionately killing people with little to no
insurance, and companies are reducing estimates of their exposure.-WSJ
 California’s famed wine country, already suffering an economic blow brought on by the coronavirus
pandemic and covered in smoke for weeks, is on fire again—two new wildfires started to burn out of
control, killing three people in Shasta County, according to officials.-NYT
 Russian state-owned oil major Rosneft said that with their shift towards renewables and investment
cutbacks in traditional drilling, BP and Royal Dutch Shell are creating an “existential crisis” for oil
supplies that will lead to higher prices and a supply crunch.-FT
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Netflix could be preparing to raise its subscription prices, which would boost revenue with minimal
subscriber churn, according to Jefferies analyst Alex Giaimo, who said that "After a change in
language regarding pricing on the Q2 call, we believe a potential hike is probable in the near to
midterm.”-IBD
Verizon, which acquired news site HuffPost as part of its $4.4B purchase of AOL in 2015, has been
quietly scrambling to unload the left-leaning news and culture website as it grapples with continued
losses.-NYP
AMZN will today unveil a new biometric technology called Amazon One that allows shoppers to pay at
stores by placing their palm over a scanning device when they walk in the door or when they check
out.-Recode

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Wealth of Common Sense: Is Exxon the next GE? https://bit.ly/3ibApQO
 GCR: Poland plans to build six nuclear reactors https://bit.ly/3l0XzLH
 Time lapse video of the Space Shuttle moving across LA in 2012 (start at 1:03 mark if you’re
impatient) https://bit.ly/3cKRmjV
 Field and post position for Preakness Stakes on Saturday https://bit.ly/3idiTeZ (Authentic has some
Philly connections)
Charts from The Daily Shot:
the “staying in” vs. “going out” indices.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading
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Relative performance over the past five days:

– Tech:

– Semiconductors:
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– Banks:
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– Healthcare:
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– Consumer Discretionary:
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some style/factor updates.

• Retail investors’ favorite stocks:
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• Dividend appreciation:
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• Growth vs. value:
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High-frequency data indicate improvements for restaurants and airlines, but hotels are still struggling.

Source: Pantheon Macroeconomics

Forecasters are increasingly convinced that the next government stimulus package won’t be
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implemented until next year.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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The employment situation in perspective:

Source: @Noahpinion Read full article

• Moody’s Analytics employment projections under various election outcomes:

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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The SPAC madness continues.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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How long does it take to double your money?

Source: @jsblokland

Top causes of death globally:

Source: @technology Read full article
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When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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